lysozyme in the complex were assigned by using a 15 N-edited three-dimensional nuclear Ö verhauser enhancement (NOE) spectroscopy-HSQC experiment. This was collected with eight transients per increment, with 128, 28 and 512 complex points in t 1 ( 1 H), t 2 ( 15 N) and t 3 ( 1 H), and with acquisition times of 14.2, 12.3 and 48.4 ms in t 1 , t 2 and t 3 . The observed NOE data for bound lysozyme were interpreted by using published assignments for the free protein 29 . The resonances of D67H were assigned by comparison with the assigned spectrum of the unbound protein 11 and that of the wild-type complex.
The systematic comparison of genomic sequences from different organisms represents a central focus of contemporary genome analysis. Comparative analyses of vertebrate sequences can identify coding [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and conserved non-coding 4, 6, 7 regions, including regulatory elements [8] [9] [10] , and provide insight into the forces that have rendered modern-day genomes 6 . As a complement to whole-genome sequencing efforts 3, 5, 6 , we are sequencing and comparing targeted genomic regions in multiple, evolutionarily diverse vertebrates. Here we report the generation and analysis of over 12 megabases (Mb) of sequence from 12 species, all derived from the genomic region orthologous to a segment of about 1.8 Mb on human chromosome 7 containing ten genes, including the gene mutated in cystic fibrosis. These sequences show conservation reflecting both functional constraints and the neutral mutational events that shaped this genomic region. In particular, we identify substantial numbers of conserved non-coding segments beyond those previously identified experimentally, most of which are not detectable by pair-wise sequence comparisons alone. Analysis of transposable element insertions highlights the variation in genome dynamics among these species and confirms the placement of rodents as a sister group to the primates.
The NIH Intramural Sequencing Center (NISC) Comparative Sequencing Program aims to sequence and to analyse targeted genomic regions in multiple vertebrates. Our initial target is a genomic segment of about 1.8 Mb on human chromosome 7q31.3 containing the gene encoding the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator 11 and nine other genes (referred to below as the 'greater CFTR region'). We sought to clone and to sequence the orthologous genomic segments in multiple other vertebrates (Table 1 and Methods) . So far, our efforts have yielded more than 12 Mb of high-quality comparative sequence data (see Supplementary Information), over 95% of which has been finished to the standards established for human genome sequence 12 . This represents the most diverse collection of large blocks of orthologous vertebrate sequence generated to date.
To identify regions of sequence conservation, we used blastz 13 to construct pair-wise alignments of the sequences and MultiPipMaker 14 to show pair-wise percentage-identity plots of an annotated reference sequence against multiple query sequences ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Information). Alignments between the human sequence and the sequence of each of the other 12 species allowed the general patterns of conservation to be investigated. As expected, the fraction of sequence that can be aligned generally decreases with increasing evolutionary distance from humans (Fig. 1b) . The only exceptions to this trend are mouse and rat, which, although considered to be closer to humans than to the other non-primate mammals included here 15 , have a lower fraction of sequence that can be aligned with the human sequence. This probably reflects a particularly high rate of sequence evolution, including large deletions, in the rodent lineage 6 . For all species, reasonably consistent alignments are seen in coding exons (Fig. 1a, b) . The human-fish alignments are largely limited to these, with only 14% of the aligned sequence outside coding exons; in fact, only two local human-fish alignments do not at least partially overlap a coding exon (5 0 to CAV2 and within intron 4 of CORTBP2; see Supplementary Information). Almost a third (31.4%) of the human coding sequence does not align to fish sequence in the orthologous region. By contrast, the humanchicken alignments exclude less than 2% of the coding sequence, which is comparable to the alignments between human and the other mammals. Within the alignments, sequence divergence relative to human (measured as the percentage of single-nucleotide mismatches) varies from a low of 1.15% for chimpanzee to a high of 35.60% for zebrafish (see Supplementary Information).
Analyses of large-scale mutational events in this genomic region support mammalian phylogenies 15, 16 that place the rodents and primates as sister groups in one clade and the artiodactyls and carnivores as sister groups in another clade (Fig. 1c) . Both of these groupings are confirmed by transposon insertions that are present in sister groups and absent from the other species. In particular, we found three clear examples of insertions that support the rodentprimate grouping (all MLT1A0 elements) and three that support the artiodactyl-carnivore grouping (one MLT1A0 and two L1MA9; see Supplementary Information). In each case, insertions of the same transposon subtype, present in the same orientation and with the same target-site duplication, were identified at homologous positions in all members of sister groups.
Both MLT1A0 and L1MA9 elements are thought to have been Information) . Labels on branches reflect differences in exon lengths, as determined manually by parsimony (þ, insertion; 2, deletion; e, extension due to alteration of splice site or stop codon; s, early stop codon).
active at around the time of the eutherian radiation, on the basis of the reconstructed phylogenies and divergence levels of the elements themselves. We found no insertions supporting alternative phylogenies (for example, rodents as an outgroup to primates, artiodactyls and carnivores). For example, out of 81 identified segments present in the primates, artiodactyls and carnivores but missing from rodents, none is an identifiable transposable element; instead, all seem to be deletions in the rodent lineage. These analyses seem to definitively refute alternative phylogenies that place the rodents as an outgroup to the other mammals studied here 16, 17 . Tabulation of exon-length differences indicate a significant excess of deletions relative to insertions, which is particularly strong in the rodent lineage (consistent with previous reports for mouse genes 6 ). When this excess is taken into account, the most parsimonious interpretation of the differences again favours the grouping of primates with rodents (Fig. 1c) .
Neutral substitution rates estimated from sites in ancestral repeats, which are relics of transposons inserted before the eutherian radiation, also show a higher rate of substitution in the rodent lineage (Fig. 1c) . The branch lengths that we estimate from ancestral repeat sites total about 1.2 substitutions per site in the mammals and are similar to previous calculations (made with these sequence data but with a different multi-sequence alignment 18 ) that were based on examining untranslated regions (UTRs; total 0.93 substitutions per site), non-exonic regions (total 1.35 substitutions per site) and synonymous substitutions in codons (total 1.28 substitutions per codon).
It is important to note, however, that there are several currently unresolved methodological issues regarding substitution analysis of non-coding genomic sequences. Alignments involving the more diverged sequences tend to have significant uncertainties, and current substitution models do not easily accommodate several known complexities in neutral mutational patterns, including context effects 19 , positional variation in substitution rates 6, 20 and the fact (discovered with these sequence data 21 ) that there are substitution rate asymmetries associated with transcribed regions. As a result, these rate estimates must be interpreted with caution. Together, these data show that combined molecular evolution studies examining transposon events, neutral substitutions and exonic changes provide a more robust and informative phylogenetic analysis than any method alone.
Of special interest are small genomic regions that are more highly conserved across multiple species than are neutrally evolving sequences, as these may be under purifying selection (that is, selection against mutation of the base) for a functional role. By the use of two methods (E.H.M. et al., manuscript in preparation, and Supplementary Information), we identified 'multi-species conserved sequences' (MCSs) across the greater CFTR region. Each method was calibrated such that 5% of bases in the region fell within an MCS (a value chosen to be consistent with the estimated 5% of the mammalian genome under selection based on human-mouse sequence comparisons 6 ). Nearly 80% of the MCSs identified with the two methods overlap, and 75% of the MCS bases are identical.
We examined the 1, 194 MCSs that overlapped between the two methods. These average 58 base pairs (bp) and represent 3.7% of the bases in the region. About 2% of MCS bases fall in ancestral repeats (corresponding to ,0.4% of the ancestral repeat sequence in the region), suggesting that the fraction of neutrally evolving sequence falsely identified as conserved is small. A total of 32% of the MCS bases overlap known coding sequence or UTRs, involving 98% (125/128) of the known coding exons and 67% (14/21; note that the 5 0 UTR of the MET gene spans two exons) of the known UTRs. The MCSs contain 90.4% and 27.2% of coding and UTR bases, respectively. The relative paucity of UTR bases in MCSs might reflect the fact that these regions include unselected bases or are under lower selection or occasional positive selection, or a combination of these. The remaining 68% of the MCS bases are outside known exons, and virtually all of these (92%) are in MCSs that contain less than 5% repetitive sequence and are present in a singlecopy fashion in the human genome (see Supplementary Information). Of the non-exonic MCSs, 16 out of 966 (1.7%; averaging 31 bp) fall within the 1-kilobase (kb) segments immediately upstream of a known transcription start site (the presumed location of most core promoters), which is about 2.3 times more frequent than would be expected if the MCS bases were randomly distributed. Interestingly, 950 of the 1,194 MCSs (80%; averaging 44 bp) are neither exonic nor lie less than 1-kb upstream of transcribed sequence. Of these, 648 fall in introns and 302 are intergenic; this represents a 28% enrichment of MCS bases in introns (as compared with a random distribution). The detected MCSs overlap with 63% of the functionally validated regulatory elements in the region and 26% of promoters predicted by in silico analyses (see Supplementary  Information) . Several factors could account for the failure of MCSs to overlap all such elements: many of these elements are notably small (,14 bp), whereas our methods do not identify MCSs of less than 25 bp; some of the regulatory elements may be specific to the primate lineage; and the presence or position of some of the annotated elements may be incorrect. Note that most (98%) nonexonic MCSs do not correspond to currently known regulatory elements, yielding a rich supply of candidates for future functional studies.
An important issue relevant to future genome sequencing projects is the degree to which the detection of highly conserved sequences depends on the particular set of species being studied. In the absence of a comprehensive catalogue of functional elements for any large region of the human genome, we used the detection of MCSs as a surrogate for the ability of a species' sequence to identify functionally important regions. Because a draft mouse genome sequence is now available 6 , we first examined the ability of humanmouse pair-wise alignments to detect a set of 561 MCSs in a portion of the greater CFTR region for which sequence coverage in all species was nearly complete (see Supplementary Information) . Adjustments to the stringency of the human-mouse alignments were ineffective at accurately identifying these MCSs (Fig. 2a) . For example, at a percentage-identity threshold of 85%, the sensitivity (percentage of MCS bases that overlap aligned mouse sequence) is only 41%, whereas the specificity (percentage of the aligned mouse sequence that overlaps MCSs) is 77%. This is consistent with the observation that individual conserved elements often cannot be reliably detected with only the human and mouse sequences 6 . To explore more broadly how MCS detection is dependent on the specific sequences used in the analysis, we identified MCSs with each possible subset of species (always including human) and in each case calibrated the results to yield a defined specificity (percentage of bases overlapping the above 561 MCSs; see Supplementary Information). For the various subsets of mammalian species, there is strong correlation between total divergence of the subset (as measured by the combined branch length of the phylogenetic tree defined by the specific subset of species) and the ability to detect MCSs (Fig. 2b) . The results at 90% specificity show that eliminating chimpanzee and baboon does not reduce the number of detected MCS bases. Eliminating the non-human primates, chicken and fish-thereby retaining only the six non-primate mammals in addition to human-reduces the number by 17%. With only one mammal from each major lineage (baboon, cat, cow and mouse), the number is reduced by 29%. Of note, chicken sequence alone detects 40% of MCS bases (representing 94% of the coding but only 29% of the non-coding MCS bases), and this value is higher than for any other single species. Fish sequences alone are effective at detecting coding exons but miss most non-coding MCSs.
The trends in Fig. 2b suggest that most MCSs are broadly distributed among the mammalian lineages, because the power to detect them seems to depend mainly on the total divergence of the subset of species rather than on the particular distribution of the species among lineages. In addition, the fact that at high specificity the sensitivity increases steadily throughout the full range of branch lengths suggests that we may be far from saturating the ability to detect such conserved sequences, even with the full set of mammals examined here. It thus seems that combined branch length will be a useful metric for guiding the selection of additional genomes to sequence.
The nature of the mutational events that have produced the observed differences in the greater CFTR region among the sequenced species is of fundamental evolutionary interest. Despite strict conservation in gene order and content and the absence of any observed syntenic breaks, there is significant variation in the amount of non-coding sequence, suggesting variation in genome expansion or compression. For example, the region is about tenfold smaller in the two pufferfish species than in the mammals, which themselves vary by as much as ,15% (see Supplementary Information). These findings are consistent with the relative genome sizes established for some of these species 3, 5, 6 and point to significant changes in this genomic region throughout vertebrate evolution. To account for these differences, we looked for evidence of molecular events that have contributed to genome expansion or compression. The fraction of sequence corresponding to interspersed repeats, which are remnants of insertion events mediated by active or extinct transposons, varies from roughly 29% to 39% among the mammals ( Fig. 3a; see Supplementary Information). The interspersed repeat content is much lower in the non-mammalian vertebrates, with the pufferfish and zebrafish sequences containing less than 1% and 13% interspersed repeats, respectively. In addition, the distribution of interspersed repeat types differs greatly among species (Fig. 3a) . Figure 3 Comparison of genome dynamics among species. a, Relative content of different interspersed repeat types plotted for each species. b, Relative contribution of different mutational events within major lineages. Sequence alignments between the indicated species pairs were used to classify all sequence differences: single-nucleotide changes, small indels (,100 bp), large indels (.100 bp) and complex events (involving .100 bp and most probably resulting from an inversion or more than one deletion and/or insertion; see Supplementary Information). The relative fraction of nucleotide differences falling into each class is shown for the indicated species pairs. The overall percentage of single-nucleotide mismatches for the greater CFTR region in each species pair is 1.15%, human-chimpanzee; 5.60%, human-baboon; 13.93%, mouse-rat; 15.57%, cat-dog; 17.52%, cow-pig; and 20.50%, Fugu-Tetraodon. SINE, short interspersed nuclear element; LINE, long interspersed nuclear element.
Thus, the accumulation of interspersed repeats correlates with expansion of the greater CFTR region in the main lineages.
Differences in the pattern of interspersed repeat types are also apparent between and within mammalian lineages. Indeed, the accumulation of species-specific interspersed repeats seemingly accounts for much of the differences in relative size and interspersed repeat composition of this genomic region within these lineages (see Supplementary Information). Our findings implicate an increased rate of interspersed repeat insertions rather than variation in the extent of deletions as a primary cause of the observed size differences for this region; this contrasts with the observed higher rate of deletion versus insertion in the mouse lineage, which has resulted in a significantly smaller size of the mouse genome relative to human 6 . For the three primate species, we estimated the rate of large (.100 bp) insertions or deletions (indels) using parsimony (see Supplementary Information) . This revealed variable rates of insertion and deletion, producing a slight relative expansion in the human lineage and a slight compression in both the chimpanzee and baboon lineages. We also examined the relative importance of interspersed repeat insertions and large indels compared with small indels (,100 bp) and single-nucleotide changes. Although most mutational events leading to human-chimpanzee differences are single-nucleotide changes, they account for only 33% of the bases that differ between these two species ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Information). Indeed, nearly half of the differing bases correspond to large indels ( Fig. 3b ; as an example, note the large deletion in the chimpanzee sequence immediately upstream of CAPZA2 exon 2 in Fig. 1a) . Similarly, at least 44% of the bases that differ between the human and baboon sequences reflect large indels. Thus, among the primates, large indels are the principal mechanism accounting for the observed sequence differences, a finding that is consistent with other studies 22, 23 . Similar analyses of the other mammals identified a similar spectrum of mutational events, with large indels accounting for the largest fraction of bases that differ in each lineage (Fig. 3b) . This suggests that the non-aligning regions in mammalian sequence primarily reflect the insertion of repetitive elements and the deletion of ancestral sequences. Given this assumption, the alignment of the human greater CFTR region to the other mammalian sequences suggests that a minimum of 63% of this segment of the human genome was present in the last common ancestor of the mammals sampled here, some 94 million years ago 24 , and that the rodents represent the most derived mammalian sequence (minimum 39% ancestral; Fig. 1b) . Finally, the pufferfish sequences show a distinct pattern of genomic changes (Fig. 3b) . As compared with the mammals, single-nucleotide mismatches and small indels are more prominent than large indels. In part, this probably reflects the paucity of transposon insertions in pufferfish and the deleterious consequences of large indels in a more compact genome.
In summary, our approach for multi-species sequence generation and analysis is providing a previously unavailable glimpse through the window of vertebrate evolution. Our findings confirm that the genomes of rodents are changing faster than those of primates, carnivores and artiodactyls, in agreement with many reports 6, 25 but in contrast to studies defending the molecular clock 26 . In addition, we have found a substantial number of sequence elements conserved across multiple species, most of which are located in non-coding regions. Although the general mutational spectrum is similar among all vertebrate lineages, differences in the relative contribution of the various types of molecular events have sculpted the genome of each species in a unique fashion. It should be noted that the findings reported here pertain to a single genomic region, whereas the vertebrate genome is known to show highly non-uniform patterns of sequence conservation 6, 20 . Our efforts to sequence many other genomic targets in multiple species (see the NISC Comparative Sequencing Program website: http:// www.nisc.nih.gov) should provide a broader and more informed view of such regional variation. Together, our studies point to myriad avenues for investigating the evolutionary and functional features of the vertebrate genome.
A
Methods

Sequence generation and analysis
Targeted genomic regions of interest were isolated in overlapping bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones 27 by using libraries derived from different vertebrate species. We used 'universal' hybridization probes, designed from small stretches of sequence conserved between human and mouse 28 , to isolate BACs from multiple mammals in parallel. For isolating BACs from non-mammalian vertebrates, species-specific probes (typically designed from available gene sequences) were mostly used for clone isolation. For each species, a minimally overlapping tiling path of BACs spanning the genomic target was selected, and individual BACs were sequenced by a conventional shotgun sequencing strategy (see Supplementary Information) .
To facilitate computational analyses, we compiled a single, non-redundant nucleotide sequence for each species by merging together the data generated for all sequenced BACs. This was then annotated to indicate the locations of known genes and coding regions on the basis of matches to human and/or mouse reference cDNA sequences, exons predicted by Genscan 29 , and repetitive elements using RepeatMasker. Annotated sequence records are available at the NISC Comparative Sequencing Program website (http:// www.nisc.nih.gov/data). A more detailed description of this assembly and annotation process is given in the Supplementary Information.
The assembled and annotated sequences were then subjected to a series of analyses, starting with the generation of multi-sequence alignments and including the studies described above and in Figs 1-3 (such as establishing orthology, examining the general patterns of sequence conservation, performing phylogenetic analyses, detecting highly conserved sequences and investigating genome dynamics). Details of these analyses are given in the Supplementary Information.
Visualization and dissemination of results
The establishment of robust and user-friendly computational-based approaches for capturing, visualizing and disseminating multi-species sequences and the data emanating from their comparative analyses represents an increasingly important challenge. By using our data as a model, we developed a viable solution to this problem by incorporating our data into the University of California Santa Cruz Genome Browser 30 . The resulting webbased resource (http://genome.ucsc.edu) serves as an additional electronic supplement to this paper; a low-resolution overview of this website is given in the Supplementary Information.
Integrating our data into the UCSC Genome Browser allows it to be visualized within the context of the growing body of information about the human and other genome sequences represented on this browser. We have configured the browser to display custom tracks showing the results of various analyses, including those involving multiple sequences (see Supplementary Information) . The dynamic nature of the browser allows convenient navigation from a detected region of conservation to the underlying sequence alignment, as well as the ability to examine the results of comparative analyses using different species' sequence as the reference.
Availability of data and analysis tools
Details about the data underlying the studies reported here (including updated BAC contig maps, information about each sequenced clone, compiled and annotated sequence files for each species and links to the various electronic resources) are available on the NISC Comparative Sequencing Program website (http://www.nisc.nih.gov/data). The blastz program and MultiPipMaker network services can be obtained on the Penn State Bioinformatics Group website (http://bio.cse.psu.edu).
